Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography high-resolution mass spectrometry for the analysis of substituted and unsubstituted polycyclic aromatic compounds in environmental samples.
Polycyclic aromatic compounds (PACs) consists of multiple compounds and the number of theoretically possible isomers can reach into the thousands. Currently each PAC group is quantified collectively as a single group of compounds. However, individual PACs can reveal important information on how the PACs were formed and this information may be used to determine sources of PACs in environmental samples, It is hypothesized that many of the limitations with characterizing alkylated PACs with one dimensional gas-chromatography (1D GC) can be circumvented using GC × GC (two dimensional gas chromatography). Here we apply comprehensive GCxGC coupled to high-resolution time of flight mass spectrometry (GC × GC-HFTOF-MS) to aid in the separation, identification and quantitation of APACs in three environmental matrices: mussel tissue (Mytilus edulis), lubricating oil and coal. In the absence of authentic analytical standards, differences in the mass spectral fragmentation pattern of isomers were used to confirm the identity of isomers within a PAC group. The method was validated according to the EURACHEM guidelines and used to quantify a biological standard reference material (SRM 2974a). The method met all the standard method performance requirements such as trueness, precision and measurement of uncertainty and is fit for quantifying these compounds in biota. Furthermore, the method was used to identify and quantify additional PAC compounds in the SRM 2974a material which to date have not been certified. With appropriate statistical analytical tools, the described GC × GC method can be used as a tool for more robust source fingerprinting and source apportionment of PACs in the environment.